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iiSTOACT

A finite element method for large strain calcu-
ation using the constitutive relation due to Hill
141 was developed. This constitutive relation
•slates the co-rotational rate of the Kirchoff stress
nd deformation rate tensor which leads to a symmetric
tructure stiffness. This method is used to calculate
ailure pressures of degraded tubes.

:;TRODUCTION

Material wastages on the outer surfaces of some
ressurized water reactor (PWR) steam generator tubes
:ive been observed and reported in the literature [1-
1. Since the steam generator tubes serve as the
rimary containment of the reactor coolant, it is
-portant to better understand the margins of safety
nherent in the degraded tubes. Thus, this paper con-
_rns itself with the inelastic structural response
nd the failure pressure of steam generator tubes
aving various degradations. Specifically, nonlinear
inite element analysis methods that include material
onlinearities, finite deformations, and finite strains
ere developed and used to determine the burst pres-
ures for tubes containing elliptical wastages. la
lew of the geometry dependent forces, non-conservacive
ressure loads had to be used.

Results with the method described in the present
:iper are compared with those obtained previously from
arge displacement formulations which were based on
nail strain theory. Some comparison with actual

of degraded tubes are also presented.

Work performed under the ausolces of the U.S.
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contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness
or usefulness of any information, appsntus, prodect or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not
infringe privately owned rights.

REVIEW OF THE FORMULATION OF FIUITE DEFORMATIONS

Finite deformation elastic-plastic problems can
be evaluated with the finite element methods utiliz-
ing either Lagrangian or Eulerian formulations. When
using the Lagrangian formulation, the descriptions of
the deformation state and the finite element mesh are
referred to In terms of the original (undsformed)
geometry of the structure. On the other hand, in the
Eulerian formulation the descriptions of the deforma-
tion state and the finite element mesh are referred
to In terms of the deformed (I.e., current load step)
geometry. Lagrangian formulation for finite element
large deformation analysis was previously proposed
and used by Hibbit, Marcal and Rice [5] in such a
manner where the classical Frandtl-Reuss constitutive
equations were written in terms of the Jaumann stress
rate and the deformation rate tensor. In order to
find a relation between the Piola-Kirchoff stress
rate and the Lagrangian strain rate used in the
Lagrangian formulation, many matrix transformations
are required, thus, making the computational effort
quite expensive. Investigators, such as Larson [6],
McNamara [7], Sharifi and Yates [8], Felippa and
Sharif1 [9],Bathe, Ramra, and Wilson [10], have pre-
sented similar formulations. However, all of these
authors have adopted a constitutive relation for
small strains, and therefore their approaches are
valid for problems involving large displacements but
are limited to small strains.

In the context of the Eulerian formulation,
Sharifl and Popov [11] presented a formulation for
eleastie-plastle analysis with large rotations but
small strains. Osias and Swedlow [12] used an
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.-ierian scheme in which the constitutive equations

.ere expressed In terns of the Jaumann rate or the
;av.r'-.y stress and deformation rate tensor, but the
"t-1, ilting equilibrium equations became unsyrometric.
-Jter McMeeking and Rice [13] used a constitutive
-elation due to Hill [14] which relates the co-
-otatlonal rate of the Klrchoff stress and deformation
rate censor. This leads Co a symmetric structural
stiffness. Other discussions relating to various
formulations of large deformation elastic-plastic
inalysls can be found in references [15-171.

The constitutive relations are chosen in a form
that allows for large deformations of elastic-plastic
solids with the restriction that the plastic-strain is
finite but elastic recovery is small. Thus, the
Prandtl-Reuss equation together with the Von Mlses
flow rule can be used [13].

The incremental constitutive relations for either
lsotropic or kinematic work-hardeiYing is:

[do] - [C] [dE] (6)

In reviewing the literature that has been pub-
lished, it appears that the state-of-the-art for
clastic-plastic analysis with large strains Is far
from definitive. The greatest confusion lies in the
extension of classical plasticity equations for the
analysis of large strains since it Is normally em-
-iloyed for large displacements but with small strains.
..'evertheless, the Eulerian scheme presented in [13] is
:.ost consistent, and moreover, the resulting finite
.ilenient stiffness is symmetric. Therefore, the
•ormulation utilized in this report follows this
.ipproach.

:•.:: EULERIAN FORMULATION OF THE RATE EQUILIBRIUM
D'uATION

where [C] is the elastic or elastic-plastic material
matrix. It Is to be noted that for the kinematic
work-hardening model, however, Eq. (6) refers to the
material axes of anisotropy and hence, a coordinate
transformation must also be carried out.

The Eulerian finitt. element formulation of Eq.
(5) using the Cauchy stress rate and the Almansi
strain rate has the following relationships:

where

(7)

The virtual work equation which refers to the
current (load step) configuration as a reference state
is given by Hill [14] as:

d V

-here S.. is a non-symmetric nominal stress tensor
which is-'related to the nominal surface ration p by

(2)

vhere n. represents direction cosines of a surface
clement.

Furthermore, v. isHi where v represents

rhe velocity components and x^ is the position vector
of a material point at a particular step of the multi-
st r> elastic-plastic calculational process.

f represents the nominal body forces per unit
current mass density at a given step, with all inte-
gration carried out with the configuration of the
step under consideration.

In accordance with Hill [14J, a spin invariant
stress rate which is more suited for use in the con-
stitutive relations was Introduced. The Jaumann or
co-rotational rate of Klrchoff stress a. * is related
to the nominal stress rate S by: ^

where a is the Cauchy stress tecsor and D is the
deformation rate tensor defined by •*

Substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into the virtual work
Eq. (1) yields:

(5)

&,. represents the Cauchy stress rate tensor

and

(9)

where e represents the Almansi strain rate tensor.
The generalized Prandtl-Reuss equations which lead
to symmetric stiffness are given by:

E [ , + V
 3°li°mn(lf^'L

"ii " Uv" |«im 4i» T^ 5 ™ " 2 3 2 ^ + _|J

for plastic loading, and

for elastic loading or unloading

where & . is the Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress, E is
the elastic modulus, v is Piosson's ratio, 6 is the
Kronecher delta, H is the slope at the Cauchy-1 stress-
logarithmic plastic strain for the case of uniaxial
tension, a ' is the deviatoric stress and c is the
equivalent.

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

The isoparametric finite element discreteness is
used, i.e., the element velocity is interpolated in
the same way as the geometry.

[v] - [HI [vm] (12)

where [v] is the element velocity, [H] represents the
interpolation matrix, and v™ is the it" velocity com-
ponent of the m1*1 node. Similarly, the deformation
rate and nodal velocity relationship is

[D] - [Bt] [v ] (13)

and th» velocity gradients are related to the nodal



i.i 1 v 1

Tims,'the Incremental equilibrium Eq. (6) './hen
.<-•>! with the relations as described by Eq. (13) and
;. i 1-), becomes

J. [ccl dv - [c] dv

nd

^ E ] 1 [a] dV

(15)

The definition of matrices [C|l], [CB], [C8 ] a
;,] are given in Appendix A. Note that all
egrals are evaluated with respect to the current
metry, the first term on the left-hand side is the
ear contribution which is the same as the small
orr.ation, whereas, the third term arises from the
ect of large deformation. Tive expression on the
,ht-hand side represents the incremental load aris-
by .subtracting the Internal equivalent load from
total load with respect to tht current geometry,

+UR = f (C
t JS \P, + d V dV

ard are the total traction force and

otal body force at time t with respect to the geometry
t: time t, dcP and d*-f, are the incremental fraction
orce and incremental body force evaluate at the
lionecry at time t.

The described formulation was implemented into
'.;e .".TAP computer program where external loading bajed
n the current load step geometry is permitted. An
;uilibrium iteration within each step is provided to
.mure that equilibrium is satisfied to a specified

L::UUCAL RESULTS

Solution for the tubes with elliptical wastages
t;ru carried out. The tubes used in the analyses are
^onel 600 tubes with 0.75 in (1.905 cm) outside
tame tor and 0.048 in (0.122 cm) wall thickness. The
•.istagea were assumed to be elliptical with the raajor
xis of 1.5 in (3.810 cm) along the tube and a minor
:tia of 0.75 in (1.905cm). The wastage depths for the
nalysis were varied from 60% to 90% of the original
all thickness. The material stress-strain curve used
.ii the analyses is shown in Fig. 1 and complies with
ests carried out at 800°F.

The tube was essentially treated as a two
liraensional approximation using the 8-node quadri-
aterial plane strain elements. Half of the tube was
.odelled by 360 elements with four elements through
he thickness as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the burst pressure results of the
•lliptically wastad tubes obtained from the analysis
'f various deep wastages. Curves (1) and (2) represent
.ho results of actual burst test data describing the
average burst pressure and the minimum first pressure.
:urve (3) depicts the data obtained from the analytical
iolution, while curve (4) depicts the data obtained
:rom displacement-small strain finite element solu-
:ions [18]. From these comparisons, it seems that

the large strain results are sore realistic in CMt
they fall between the bounds of the test results.
Figure 4 is a plot of the nodal-deflection of the
center node located at the lowest point cf the wasted
configurations vs. pressure. The solution was
terminated when the rate of deformation was very large
compared to the increase in ioadir.g. This occurred
at the points shown in Figure 4. Finally, comparison
of burst pressure vs amount of elliptical wastage
depth for cases evaluated by large strain formulation
and by large deformation-small strain formulation is
shown in Figure 5. Note the results are very close
for very deep wastages but differ substantially with
shallower wastages.

In conclusion, a finite element method for large
strain calculation was developed and used to calculate
failure pressures of degraded tubes. These results
are quite a bit different than those obtained from
large displacement-snail strain finite element
methods. They do however, give better results than
the large displacement-small strain methods when com-
pared to some actual data.
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Fig. 2 Finite elercent nodel of the half wastaged
tube
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APPENDIX A

The definition of matrices as they appeared in
Ef]. (12) and Eq. (15) are given for two-dimensional
and three-dimensional cases

A.I Two-Dimensional Cast:
a) The velocity components vector

t.,\ „ (v v }

b) The nodal velocity vector

r nil j X 1 2 2
IV / .V- V_ V- V _ —«.— — — — " v l V 2 ••

n is the total number of nodes of an element,

c) The interpolation matrix

[H] 0 h2 (1 -h,, °
0 h.

11 Sharifi, P. and Popov, E. P., "Nonlinear
Finite Element Analysis of Sandwich Shells of
Revolution," AIAA Journal. Vol. II, 1973.

12 Osias, J. R. and Swedlow, J. L., "Finite
Eldsto-Plastic Deformation-Theory and Numerical
Examples," Int. J. Solids Structures. Vol. 10, 1974,
p. 321-339.

13 McMeeking, R. M. and Rice, J. R., "Finite
Element Formulations for Problems of Large Elastic-
Plastic Deformation," Int. J. Solids Structures,
Vol. II, 1975, p. 601-6161

14 Hill, R., "A General Theory of Uniqueness
and Stability in Elastic-Plastic Solids," J. Mech.
Phys. Solids, Vol. 6, 1958, p. 236-249.

15 Belytschko, T., "Nonlinear Analysis -
Descriptions and Numerical Instability," Computer
Programs in Shock and Vibrations, Edited by W. Pilfcey
and B. Pilkey. Shock and Vibration Information Center,
Washington, DC, 1975, p. 537-562.

where h, are the interpolation functions.

d) Cauchy stress vector

fa} * fall a22 ai2 °33}

e) Alnansi strain vector

{e} " (ell e22 e12 a33 }

CT,, and e-, are for the axisymmetric analysis.

t) The [tB] matrix

*t,
\,1 °

"1,2 \,2

'hl,2 \,1 h2,2 \,1 \,2 \,.

h, / Sn 0 h,/ X, 0 h / X 0
1 1 ^ 1 n 1

where the last row is for the axisymmetric
analysis and

N

' ' n-1 k ' l



•£> The [ E, ] n a t r i > :

h l , l J h 2 , l ° h N , l

! 2 -1l 2 2^1 1 2'1-> 2 T"2 1 ~y\l 2

' 'V ! K.2 K.I k, ki" K.2
0 h 1 > 2 0 h ^ , 0

h / C X 0 h ' / % ° h N / t ^

•-•here the l as t row is for the axisymmetric an
. . i lysis , M same as above.

h) The [C3^j matrix

; \,l ° h2,l ° hN.l

i S.I ' ° '"2.2 ° hS,2
; ca 2; = ' o hx 1 o h, , o

o h 1 > 2 o h 2 >, o

2 N.l !

HN,2 '

0

h,/'X 0

i) The Canchy stress matrix

C12 ° 0

°22 ° °
0 a u o,

0 a

0 0-.0 0

.1 Three-Dimensional Case

'22

v%

0

0

0

0

a33

0

e) Almansi strain vector

a) The velocity components vector

•V) = 'ax v2 v3}

b) The nodal velocity vector

Ii is the total number of nodes of an element.

c) The interpolation matrix

h, 0 0 h, 0 0 h. 0 0

— 0 h., 0

0 0 h, 0 0 h, 0 0 h,

[H] = 0 'h2 0 0 h2 0

where h, are the interpolating functions,

d) Canchy stress vector

°22 °33



i) The [tB] i itrix

" 1 , 2

\ , 1

\ > 3

"1,3

g) The [tB1J matrix

,3 \,2

: 1 c
j 2 h It

7 h lj 2 h l , 2 7 h l , l

1 t- h1,3

1\,2

2 h.2

h2,i N.i ° °

o o \ ; 2 o

0 0 0 \ }

K K K °
h2,2 "N,2 hN,l

Ch2)3 \ U 3 0 \ A

o o c
hji>3 ^ ^

C'>2.1 S , l ° °

7 h2,2 7hH,2 7 N,l °

It, It. n It.

... ,,2)3 - hNj3 o T Y

,2

2 2 , 2

0

It. It.
7 hN,2 7 hN,l

It. 1 .
1 hl,3 7hl,2

It. It
7 "1,1 7 h2,3 7 \,3

L. »
A t i t
2 h l , 3 2 hl.,2

h l , 3

"M,2 u

It i t
2 H.3 2 "N,2

« 7 V i

it. it,
2 N,3 2 "N,2

h) The [ tB2] matrix

1,1

hl,2

Kl,3

"1,1

\

\

0

0

"1.2

h2,2

h2,3

1,1

h l , 2

"1,2

h2.2

h2,3

0

0

0

0

0

0

• s h .

\ , 2

"N.3

1,2

h 2 , 2

hN,2

hN,3

0

0

0

0

0

0

~1

hl,3 "2,3 "a, 3



i) The Canchy stress matrix

^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 1 12 l 3

-.,, 0 , , a , 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 n o^ o33 o o o o o o

0 0 0 o a o ,, 0 0 0

0 0 0 a0 1 a , , a , 3 0 0 0

0 0 0 o31 a32 o33 0 0 0

o 0 0 O O O a o1? o13

^ 0 0 0 0 0 o,, a^o a,.

0 0 0 0 0 0 a 3 1 o 3 2 o 3 3


